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Abst rac t  
We study interpolatory quadrature formulae, relative to the Legendre weight function on [-1, 1], having as nodes the 
zeros of any one of the four Chebyshev polynomials of degree n plus one of the points 1 or -1.  In particular, we 
derive explicit formulae for the weights and examine their positivity, we determine the precise degree of exactness, we 
obtain asymptotically optimal error bounds, and we examine the definiteness of these quadrature formulae. In addition, 
we establish their convergence for Riemann integrable functions on [-1,  1] as well as for functions having a monotonic 
singularity at -1  or 1. (~) 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
AMS classification: Primary 65D32 
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I. Introduction 
An interpolatory quadrature formula relative to the Legendre weight function w(t)= 1 on the 
interval [-1, 1] has the form 
f ( t )dt= wvf(~,) +R~(f), (1.1) 
1 v= I 
where the nodes vv, ordered ecreasingly, are distinct and lie in (-1, 1). By definition, (1.1) has 
degree of exactness d at least n - l ,  i.e., R , ( f )=0 for all fE  flz,_l. Also, for fE  ca+l[-1, 1], 
1 
= flJ- Ka(t)f~a+l)(t) dt, (1.2) R.( f ) 
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where Kd is the dth Peano kernel for R,. From (1.2), there immediately follows that 
IR,(f)l<.Cd+l max If(d+l)(t)[, Ca+1 -=- Igd(t)ldt. (1.3) 
- - l~<t~<l  1 
Furthermore, if Kd does not change sign on [-1,  1], (1.2) gives, by means of the Mean Value 
Theorem for integrals, 
/_' R,(f)=cd+lf(d+l)(~), Cd+l = Kd(t)dt, -1  <4< I. (1.4) 
1 
In this case, formula (1.1) is called definite, in particular, positive definite if Ke/> 0 and negative 
definite if Kd~<0 (cf. [6, Sections 2.5 and 4.3]). 
Of particular interest are quadrature formulae of type (1.1) based on the zeros of any one of the 
four Chebyshev polynomials of degree n. These polynomials can be conveniently defined by the 
well-known trigonometric formulae 
sin(n + 1)0 
T.(cosO)=cosnO, U.(cos O) = sinO ' (1.5) 
cos(n + 1/2)8 sin(n + 1/2)8 
V,(cos 0) = , W,(cos 0) = (1.6) 
cos(0/2) sin(0/2) 
The polynomials in (1.5) are the Chebyshev polynomials of the first and second kind, whereas 
those in (1.6) are similarly the Chebyshev polynomials of the third and fourth kind. 2 If the Zv in 
(1.1) are zeros of T,, U,, V, or W,, then the wv are all positive and given by explicit formulae 
(see [7, 12, 17]). 
A different kind of interpolatory quadrature formulae results, if to the set of nodes in (1.1) we 
add 1, -1.  In this case, if the Zv are zeros of any one of the four Chebyshev polynomials of degree 
n, the weights of the quadrature formulae in question are either all positive or almost all positive, 
exceptions occurring only among the weights corresponding to 1, -1,  and given by explicit formulae 
(see [2, 5, 9, 12]). 
Adding now only one of 1, -1  to the set of nodes in (1.1), we generate two new interpolatory 
quadrature formulae, that is, 
n 
l _ f ( t )  dt = w~+)f(1 ) + ~ w~+)f(z~) + R~+)(f), (1.7) 
1 v=l  
and 
1 ± 
f (_) 
f ( t )  dt= w~-)f(r~.) + w,+, f ( -1 )  + R~-)(f). (1.8) 
1 v=l  
In the present paper we study these formulae when the zv are zeros of any one of the four Chebyshev 
polynomials of degree n. We begin in the following section by showing that the weights in (1.7) 
2 It appears that he first time the V,, W, were given in print the name Chebyshev polynomials ofthe third and fourth 
kind was in a paper by W. Gautschi and the author on "Gauss-Kronrod quadrature formulae for weight functions of 
Bernstein-Szeg6 type", J. Comput. Appl. Math. 25 (1989) 204. The same name but in reverse order, i.e., third kind for 
W, and fourth kind for V,, is used by G. Andrews, R. Askey and R. Roy in their forthcoming book Special Functions. 
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and (1.8), in general, can be computed very efficiently in terms of the corresponding weights in 
(1.1). This is subsequently used in Section 3 in order to derive explicit formulae for the weights 
in our case and examine their positivity. In the same section, we determine the precise degree 
of exactness, we obtain asymptotically optimal error bounds, and we examine the definiteness of 
the quadrature formulae in consideration. Moreover, we show that these formulae converge for all 
Riemann integrable functions on [-1,  1 ]. We conclude in Section 4 by proving that the convergence 
also holds for functions having a monotonic singularity at -1  or 1. 
2. Some general results for the weights 
The following results will be useful in the subsequent development, but they are also important 
in their own right. 
Proposition 2.1. (a) The weights of the interpolatory quadrature formula (1.7) are given by 
fl_ 1 p,(t) dt 
wl, +)=wv + (z~ - 1)p'(L.) '  v= 1,2 .... ,n, (2.1) 
(+)_ f l  1 p,(t)dt 
1# o p,(1) ' (2.2) 
where p , ( t )= 1-L'=l(t- z,,) and w~ are the weights of the interpolatory formula (1.1). 
(b) The weights of the interpolatory quadrature formula (1.8) are given by 
fl_~ p,(t)dt 
wl, -)=wv + (zv + 1)p'(Zv)' v= 1,2,. . . ,n,  (2.3) 
(-) f l  1 p,(t)dt 
Wn+ 1 - -  p, ( -  1) ' (2.4) 
where p,(t)=H,'.=l(t- Zv) and w,. are the weights of the interpolatory formula (1.1). 
Proof. (a) Since R~+)( f )=0 for all fE  gD, setting f ( t )=( t -  1)p,( t ) / ( t -  z,) in (1.7), we get 
w~+)_ - 1 /_1 (t - 1)p__.(t) dt 
(z~ - 1 )p~(Zv)  1 t - Zv 
_ 1 f l  ( t -  z~ + Zv - 1)p,(t) 
J_ (z~ - 1)p~(z,,) 1 t - Zv 
1 f l  p.(t____~) dt + f l l  p.(t)dt 
p~(Zv) J - i t -  zv (z~- 1)p'(z~) 
dt 
W v Jr- 
f l  I p,(t)dt 
- 1 )p ' ( r , ) "  
The formula for w~ +) follows immediately if we set f ( t )=  p,(t) in (1.7). 
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(b) The proof is similar to that in (a), and is therefore omitted. 
Remark 1. Proposition 2.1 remains true if the interpolatory formulae (1.1) and (1.7), (1.8) are 
relative to a (nonnegative) weight function w on the interval [a,b]. 
Remark 2. Clearly, if p, is an odd polynomial, then w~+)=w~-)=wv,  v= 1,2 .. . .  ,n, and w~+)= 
(-) =0,  i.e., formulae (1.7) and (1.8) fall to formula (1.1). This is the case when n is odd and Wn+ 1 
the z~ are zeros of the nth-degree Chebyshev polynomial of the first or second kind. The respective 
formulae in this case have been studied in [1, 3, 4, 7, 8, 11]. 
3. The quadrature formulae 
In this section we study interpolatory quadrature formulae of type (1.7) and (1.8) having as 
nodes the zeros of any one of the four Chebyshev polynomials of degree n. In particular, we derive 
explicit formulae for the weights and examine their positivity, we determine the precise degree of 
exactness, we obtain asymptotically optimal error bounds, and we examine the definiteness of these 
quadrature formulae. In addition, we establish their convergence for Riemann integrable functions on 
[-1,1].  
We begin by recalling some known results, which will be used in the subsequent development. 
Lemma 3.1 ([10, Lemma B]). Let g E C'~+S[a, b], m ~> 1, s t> 0, have the zeros t~, 1 <<.i <. m + s. For 
k t a k, 1 <<.k<<.m, assume that the polynomial qk(t)= I-[;=1( - t;) has only simple zeros. Then there 
exist functions r; E C k+~- 1 [a, b], 1 <<.j <~ k, such that 
k ra t )m 
g(t) = ~'= qtk(tJ ) I-[(ti:l - -  ti). 
Each r; has k+s-1  zeros, especially, the ti, m + 1 <<. i <<.m + s, are zeros o f  0" In addition, there 
exist ~j = ~;(t) C [a,b], 1 <~j<<.k, such that 
r)(k+s-')(t ) g(m+s)(~j) 
(k+s-  1)! (m+s) !  
Wherever in the next two propositions and two lemmas we refer to the interpolatory formula (1.1), 
we assume that zl and/or z, could take the values 1 and -1 ,  respectively. Also, t+--(t  + It[)/2 and 
0 t+ = (1 + sign t)/2. 
Proposition 3.2 ([4, Corollary 2]). Let O<.m<.n, put q0(t)= 1 and 
m 
qm(t) :- H ( t  - v~.), m---- 1,2 . . . . .  n. 
v= 1 
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I f  R , ( f )=O for all f E Pd and 
f '  x)d -m Km(t )  = qm(X)(t -- dx - W~qm(Z~)(t - z~) d-m 
- -  1 v=m+ 1 
does not change sign for t E [-1, 1], then formula (1.1) is definite. 
Proposition 3.3 ([1, Proposition 1]). Assume that formula (1.1) satisfies one of the following four 
conditions with respect o a function f ECa+l[-1, 1] with f{a+l)(t)>~O and f~a+l)(t)~O for tE[-1,  1]: 
(i) wlR,(f)>O, 
(ii) (--1 )d+~w,R,(f) >O, 
(iii) w~ =-0 and R, ( f )<0,  
(iv) w, =0 and (--1)d+lR,(f)<0. 
Then ( 1.1 ) is nondefinite. 
Now, let in the interpolatory formula (1.1) I ( f )=  fl_ l f ( t )dt  and Q, ( f )=  ~=1 w~f(,,,). Also, 
i f J  is a union of a finite number of intervals (disjoint or not) located in [-1, 1], and m(J) denotes 
the sum of the lengths of the individual intervals of J, then A( J )= lira sup ,~ ~j  Iw,,I, where 
~ j  Iw,.I designates that the sum is taken over those wv for which z,, EJ .  The set function A(J) is 
called semicontinuous if for any sequence J~ D J2 D. . -  D Jk D..  - with limk__.~ m(Jk) = 0, we have 
limk+~ A(Jk) = O. 
Lemma 3.4 ([15, Lemma 1 with w(t)= 1]). There holds l im,_~ Q,( f )= I ( f ) fo r  all functions f 
that are Riemann integrable on [-1, 1] if 
(i) l im,~ Q,( f )= I ( f )  for f ( t )=t  k, k=0,1 ,2 , . . . ;  
(ii) l imn~ Z~=, Iw~l = 2. 
Lemma 3.5 ([13, pp. 267-268]). I f  l im,~ Q,( f )= I ( f )  holds for all f E C[-1, 1], then it holds 
for all functions f that are Riemann integrable on [-1, 1] if and only if A(J) is semicontinuous. 
We now present our results. Let in the interpolatory formulae (1.7) and (1.8) I ( f )=  f l  f(t)dt,  
Q~+)(f) = w~0+)f(1) + ~=l  w~+) f(zv) and Q~-~(f)= ~=,  w~.-) f(rv) + wtn+If(-1). 
Theorem 3.6. Let n be even and Tv = z~l) be the zeros of the nth-degree Chebyshev polynomial of 
the frst kind Tn, i.e., 
~1) 0~1)_  2v - 1 
~I'1)= c°suv ' 2n rt, v 1,2,... n. (3.1) 
(a) The weights w~+)--w~ +)~), wl.+)--w~ +)~1) in the interpolatory quadrature formula (1.7) are 
given by 
wl+)~, , 2{  n/2cos2kO~l) ( -  1)v-' Cot(0~l)/2) }
, =-  1-2~--~ 4k2_1 + nf- - - i  , v--1,2,. . . ,n,  (3.2) 
n k=t 
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w~+)(1) _ 2 (3.3) 
n 2 -  1" 
In addition, the w~. +)0), v= 1,2 ..... n, are all positive. 
(b) The weights w~,-)=wl, -)('), w¢,+ l = w¢,+ l(' ) in the interpolatory quadrature formula (1.8) are 
given by 
./2 cos 2k0~, l) ( -  1 )~ tan(0~ 1 )/2) } 
wi,_l),,)=_2 1 -2~ ~k-~i  + n 2 -1  , v= l ,2 , . . . ,n ,  
n k=l  
(3.4) 
that 
In addition, the W~, -)(1),  V = 1,2 . . . . .  n, are all positive. 
(c) The precise degree of exactness of formulae (1.7) and (1.8) is d=n.  
(d) In formulae (1.7) and (1.8), the best possible relation for Cd+l =Cm, m=n + 1, in (1.3) as 
m---+~ is O(2-mm-Z(m!)-l). 
(e) Formulae (1.7) and (1.8) are nondeflnite. 
(f) In formulae (1.7) and (1.8), lim,__.~ Q~+)¢l)(f)=I(f) and lim,__,~ Q~-)t l ) ( f )=I ( f )  for all 
functions f that are Riemann integrable on [-1, 1]. 
Proof. (a) Applying (2.1) and (2.2) with p , ( t )= T,(t)/2 "-1, and using 
/ Wv--" (1)_ 1 - 2 v= 1,2,. ,n _ w , ,  - , . .  
k=l  
(cf. [6, Eq. (2.5.5.4)]), and 
fl 2 T,(t) dt - n2 1' 
l - -  
,.(t)~ ( -1 )  v-in 
T~(~,, j -- sin 0~, l) ' 
T,(1)= 1, 
which all follow by virtue of the trigonometric representation f T, (cf. (1.5)), we obtain (3.2) and 
(3.3). 
The positivity of wl, +)~1), v= 1,2,.. . ,n, is an immediate consequence of the positivity of w~ l) 
when v is odd, while for v even, we have from (3.2), in view of 
2 4n 4n n 
c°t(0~'1)/2) < 07 ) -- (2v - 1)rt ~<~ <2'  (3.6) 
2 { n/2 
> -  1 - - -  
n k=l  
1 n ] n - -2  
4k 2 - 1 2(n 2 -- 1) ~ n(n z - 1 ) >~ O. 
2 
( - - ) (1 )  = __ (3.5) 
Wn+l n 2 -  1" 
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(b) Using the well-known identity T,(-t) - -T,(t) ,  n even, and (1.7), (1.8), we can easily show 
that 
(-)(l) = w(+)(l) ,,,(-)(~) - w~ +)~1), (3.7) Wv n- -v+l ,  v= 1,2,...,n, "n+l  - -  
which, combined with (3.2), (3.3), yields (3.4), (3.5), and establishes the positivity of w~. -)¢I), 
v= 1,2,...,n. 
(c) Since R(,+)¢l)(f) = R(,-)¢l)(f) = 0 for all f E P,, and 
2 
R~ +)(1)((t - 1 )rn(t)) = -R  (-)(1)((t + 1 ) r , ( t ) )  - n2 _ l '  (3.8) 
formulae (1.7) and (1.8) have precise degree of exactness d =n. 
(d) We consider first formula (1.7). It is well known that 
R(, +)(1 )(f)  = f l  1 r, (+)O)(f; t) dt, 
where r(,+)(1)(f;-) is the error of the interpolation based on the n + 1 points l, r~l), v= 1,2,...,n. 
Assuming that fEC"+l [ - -1 ,1 ] ,  the same is true for r,(+)(l)(f;.). Since in addition rn(+)(l)(f; l )=  
r,(+)(l)(f 'z(l)~=o v= 1,2,... n, we can apply Lemma 3.1 with g(.)=r(,+)(1)(f; .), re=n,  s= 1 and 
[a,b] = [-1, 1]. Setting k = 2 and qz(t) = (t - z[1))(t - ~(1)) = t2 - TI ~):, where the last equality is due 
to symmetry (see (b)), r(+)(l)(f; .) can be written in the form 
1 
r2 +)(1 )(f; t) = ~[ r l  (t)T,(t)  - r2(t)T,(t)], (3.9) 
where ~EC2[-1,  1], j=  1,2, each rj has two zeros, in particular, 
r/(1)=o, j=1 ,2 ,  (3.10) 
and there exist ~/= cj(t)E [-1, 1], j=  1,2, such that 
rj~'(t) = 2f('+1)(~/) (n+l ) !  ' j=1 '2"  (3.11) 
Now, let h~ and h2 be two functions defined by 
/; h2(t) = hl(x)dx,  (3.12) 
1 
f t  
hi(t) = J - l  Tn(x) dx, 
hence, 
htl = rn, h2 = hl, h~( -1)=h2( -1 ) - -  0. (3.13) 
Taking the integral on both sides of (3.9), and applying twice integration by parts, we get, in view 
of (3.10) and (3.13), 
[ / / 1 R~+)t,)(f)_ 2'zI 1)1 _ri(1)h2(1 )+ 11 r~'(t)h2(t)dt + rz(l)hz(1 ) -  - ,  rz'(t)h2(t)dt . (3.14) 
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From (3.12), we find, using the trigonometric representation f T, (cf. (1.5)), 
Tn+2(t) T.(t) T._2(t) 
h2(t) = + 
4(n+ 1) (n+2)  2(n 2 -  1) 4 (n -Z) (n -  1) 
t+ l  3 
n (even) ~>4, 
n z -  1 (n 2 - 1)(n 2 -4 ) '  
whence there follows, after a straightforward computation, 
2 3(n 2 - 2) 
Ih2(1) l -n2_ l ,  Ih2(t)l<.(n2_l)(n2_4), - l~t~<l ,  n (even)>~4. (3.15) 
Also, an application of Rolle's Theorem on t) and the Mean Value Theorem on t)' gives 
Irj(1)l <2 max [t3"(t)[, j=  1,2. (3.16) 
-1~<t~<I 
Finally, (3.1), by virtue of cos 0 >I 1 - 20/rt, 0 ~< 0 ~< ~/2, yields 
1 n 
~1--5 < - - "  (3.17) 
31 n -  1 
Now, taking the absolute value on both sides of (3.14), and using (3.15)-(3.17) and (3.11), we 
obtain, after a simple computation, 
n(5n 2 - 14) max_l~t~l ]f~'+l)(t)] 
[R~n+)O)(f)] < 2n-3(n -- 1)(n 2 -- 1)(n 2 --4) (n+ 1)! , n (even)~>4. (3.18) 
Since in addition (cf. (3.8)) 
1 (+)(1) n+l __ ) '  
R, (t )=2" -2(n  2 1 (3.19) 
the best possible relation for Cd+ 1 = C (+)(1), m = n + 1, in (1.3) as m ~ e<~ is O(2-mm-2(m!)-l). 
We now turn to formula (1.8). Using (3.7), we can easily show that 
( - )0 )  R, (f(.))=R~+)¢l)(f(-.)), 
thus, in view of (3.18) and (3.19), the best possible relation for ca+~ =c~ -)C1), m=-n+ 1, in (1.3) 
as m ~ cxz is the same as that for c~ )~1). 
(e) To show that formula (1.7) is nondefinite, we add the abscissa _~1) -1  with weight "~n+l 
Wn(+)(1) +1 = 0, and apply Proposition 3.3(iv). Taking f ( t )=  ( t -  1)T,,(t), we have f6  C "+1[-1, 1] and 
f~"+~)(t) = 2"-1 (n + 1 )! > 0, - 1 ~< t ~< 1. In addition (of. (3.8)), 
2 
( -  1)"+lR~n+)~l)(f ) n2 ~ <0.  
The nondefiniteness of formula (1.8) is proved similarly, by adding this time the abscissa r0°)= 1 
with weight w~-)~l)= 0, and applying Proposition 3.3(iii) with f ( t )=( t  + 1)T,(t). 
(f) To show that l im,~ Q~,+)~l)(f)=I(f) and l im,~ Q(,-)~l)(f)=I(f) for all functions f that 
are Riemann integrable on [-1,  1], it suffices to verify conditions (i), (ii) in Lemma 3.4. The first 
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is trivially true, since formulae (1.7) and (1.8) are interpolatory. Regarding (ii), we have, in view 
of w0(+)°)<0 and w(+)°)>0, v= 1,2,. . . ,n,  
n n 
Iw~+)(l) I = _Wo(+)(') + ~ W~ +)(1) -- ~W(-}-)(l) _ 2Wo (+)(I) 
v=O v= 1 v=O 
2(n 2 + 1) 
-- for all n = 2, 4 . . . . .  
t /2-  1 
= f I dt - 2wg +)(1) 
1 
Similarly, from (3.7), we get 
n+l 2(n 2 + 1) 
Iwr- )(')l - -y i - - f  for all n = 2 ,4 , . . . .  
" v~"+l ]w(-)(l)[ =2 .  [] Hence, llmn(even)--,~ ~-']vn=0 Iw~+)(1)[ = 2 and lim,(¢ve,)_~ L..~=, 
Remark  3. Up to now there existed two interpolatory quadrature formulae based on the zeros of 
the Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind, the well-known Fejrr rule of the first kind (or P61ya 
quadrature) and Basu rule. The former uses z~ l) only while the latter includes in addition 1,-1.  
Formulae (1.7) and (1.8) in Theorem 3.6 contain z} ~) plus one of 1, -1 and in that sense "lie 
between" the Fejrr rule of the first kind and Basu rule. 
Theorem 3.7. Let n be even and zv = z~2) be the zeros of  the nth-degree Chebyshev polynomial o f  
the second kind U,, i.e., 
~.(2) COS/~(2) (2) F v = v~ , 0 v =- - r t ,  v= 1,2 .... ,n. (3.20) 
n+l  
(+)--W (+)(2), " (+)=W~ +)(2) in the interpolatory quadrature formula (1.7) are (a) The weights w 6 - % 
given by 
w~.(+)(2)- n+2 1 1-2k=1 4k -~ i  +~-1-  ' v= l ,2 , . . . ,n ,  (3.21) 
WoC+)(2) = 2 (n + 1 )2" (3.22) 
In addition, the w~ +)(2), v= 1,2,. . . ,n, are all positive. 
(b) The weights w} -) w~ -)(z), ( - ) _ .  (-)(2) = w,+~-w,+~ in the interpolatory quadrature formula (1.8) are 
given by 
n+l  k=l ~--2--_~ +- -n+l  ' v= l ,2  . . . . .  n, 
(-)(2) 2 
Wn+l - -  (n+ 1) 2. 
In addition, the w,(, -)(2), v= 1,2,. . . ,n,  are all positive. 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
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(c) The precise degree of  exactness of  formulae (1.7) and (1.8) is d=n.  
(d) Formula (1.7) is negative definite with ,~(+)(2)__1/2,_l(n+ 1)(n+ 1)! and formula (1.8) is ~n+l - -  
positive definite with =(-)~2)_ 1/2~_t(n + 1)(n + 1 )!. Cn+ 1 -- 
(e) In formulae (1.7) and (1.8), limn__,~ Q~+)(2)(f)=I(f) and lim,,__,~ Q~-)(2)( f )=I( f )  for all 
functions f that are Riemann integrable on [-1,  1]. 
ProoL (a)-(c) We proceed as in Theorem 3.6(a)-(c). 
(d) To show the definiteness of formula (1.7), we apply Proposition 3.2 with n replaced by 
n + 1, m = n, q~(t) = U~(t)/2" and additional node 1. Then we have, using the trigonometric repre- 
sentations of U,, T, (cf. (1.5)), 
{ T~+l(t)+ 1 - - l~<t<l ,  
{f ) kn( t  ) = ~1 1 Un(x)dx-w~+)~2)Un(1)(t- 1)° = 2~(n+l 1) 
2n(n + 1)' t = 1. 
Hence, k,(t)>~0 for tC[ -1 ,  1]. Since 
•(+)(2) 1 
,+1 = 2 ,_ l (n+l ) (n+l ) !  
(cf. (1.4)), formula (1.7) is negative definite. 
The definiteness of formula (1.8) is proved similarly, by applying Proposition 3.2 as before, except 
that here the additional node is -1.  In addition, 
•?(-)(2) ~ 1 
n+l 2n_l(n + 1)(n + 1)!, 
thus formula (1.8) is positive definite. 
(e) By the well-known theorem of Steklov (see [16]) and Fej6r (see [7]), both assertions follow 
from the positivity of the weights _,.~+)~2), v = 0, 1,... , n, and W$ - ) (2) , ,  v = 1,2, . .. ,n + 1. [] 
Remark 4. Note that Kn above is different han Kn in (1.2)-(1.4). Consequently, ~(+)(2) -(--)(2) n l , Un+ 1 were 
computed using the formula (cf. (1.4)) 
R,(t a+l ) 
ca+l --  (d  + 1 )------~. " 
Remark 5. Up to now there existed two interpolatory quadrature formulae based on the zeros of 
the Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind, the well-known Fej6r rule of the second kind (or 
Filippi quadrature) and Clenshaw-Curtis rule. The former uses z~ 2) only while the latter includes in 
addition 1,-1.  Formulae (1.7) and (1.8) in Theorem 3.7 contain ~2) plus one of 1,-1 and in that 
sense "lie between" the Fej6r rule of the second kind and Clenshaw-Curtis rule. 
In what follows, [.] denotes the integer part of a real number. 
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Theorem 3.8. Let z, = zi3) be the zeros of the nth-degree Chebyshev polynomial of the third kind 
V,, i.e., 
ri3) = cos eZ3’, ($3) = 
2v- 1 
” m7c, v= 1,2 ,..., n. (3.25) 
(a) The weights w,$” = w,$+)(~), w,‘+) = w,(+)(‘) in the interpolatory quadrature formula (1.7) are 
given by 
w(+)(3) 
2 PUzl cos 2/@3’ 
- Y 
n+ l/2 
1-2x 
k=, 4k2 - 1 
+ (- 1 y+“csc(e;3)/2) 
2[n/2] \I= + 1 ’ 1,2 ,..., n, 
(+x3) _ 2(-l)” 
WO 
- 2[n/2] + 1. 
(3.26) 
(3.27) 
(b) The weights wt,-) = wj-)t3), wiS/ = wisf3’ in the interpolatory quadrature formula (1.8) are 
given by 
w(-)(3) _ 2 
““’ cos 2kt3i3’ 
Y 
n+ 
l/2 1-2x ’ v= 1,2 ,,.., n, 
- k=, 
4k2 1 
w(-)(3) 2 _ 
n+l - (2[n/2] + 1)(2n + 1)’ 
(3.28) 
(3.29) 
In addition, the w!-)(~), v = 1,2,. . . , n, are all positive. 
(c) The precise degree of exactness of formulae (1.7) and (1.8) is d = n. 
(d) The best possible relation for cd+1 = c,, m=n+l, in (1.3) as r.n+oc is 0(2-“m-‘(m!)-‘) for 
formula (1.7) and 0(2-“V~~(rn!)-‘) for formula (1.8). 
(e) Formula (1.8) is nondefinite. 
(f) In formulae (1.7) and (l.S), lim,,, Qrj+)c3)( f  = I( f) and lim,,, Qi-)(‘)( f) = I( f) for all 
functions f that are Riemann integrable on [-1, 11. 
Proof. (a)-(c) We proceed as in Theorem 3.6(a)-(c). 
(d)-(e): Working similarly to Theorem 3.6(d), and taking k= 1, q,(t)=t -213) for formula (1.7) 
and k = 2, q2(t) = (t - $‘)(t - zp)) for formula (1.8), we obtain, integrating by parts once in the 
first case and twice in the second, 
lpp(3’( f )I < ,“_;;,fi: 1) max-l Ql6’ If (“+‘)(t)]  
(n + l)! 
]R;-“3’( f )I < 
(2n + 1>2 max-lGtgl If(“+‘)(t)l 
2”-2(n - l)n(n* - 1) (n+ l)! ’ n’2’ 
which, together with 
(-1)“+‘(4n3 + 6n2 - 4n - Rpw(t”+‘) 3) - 3 = 
2%(n + 2)(n2 - 1) ’ 
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R(n_)(3)(tn+l) = (-1)"+1(2n + 1) - (2n 2 + 2n - 1) 
2"n(n + 2)(n 2 - 1 ) 
imply that the best possible relation for Cm, m=n + 1, in (1.3) as m---+oc is O(2-mm-l(m!)- l)  
for formula (1.7) and O(2-mm-2(m!) -1) for formula (1.8). Also, applying Proposition 3.3(iii) with 
f ( t )  = (t + 1)V~(t) and using 
R(-)c3)((t + 1)V,(t)) = 2nR~-)(3)(t n+l ), 
we conclude that formula (1.8) is nondefinite. 
(f) We first consider formula (1.7). As it can easily be seen by a numerical check, not all of the 
w~ +)(3), v= 1,2,. . . ,n,  are positive. However, (2.1), with p,( t ) =- V,( t )/2", and (3.27) imply 
n ~ cot(0~3)/2) 
2 + ~ w~ 3) + 2 (3.30) 
v=l v=l (2[n/2] + 1)(n + 1/2)' 
Iw~+)(3)l <
v=0 2[n/2] + 1 
which, by virtue of 
~--~ w~ 3) = 2 for all n = 1,2,. . . ,  
v=l 
2 2(2n + 1) 
c°t(0~3)/2) < 0~ 3) -- (2v - 1 )rt 
yields, after a simple computation, 
Z 
J 
l~v~n 
2(2n + 1) 
~< , (3.31) ,g 
8 
[w~+)(3)[ <4 + - for all n= 1,2, . . . .  
7I v=0 
Hence, by the well-known theorem of Steklov (see [16]) and P61ya (see [13]), lim,~o~ Qn(+)(3) ( f )  
=I( f )  for all f E C[ -1 ,  1]. To show that the convergence holds also for Riemann integrable func- 
tions on [-1,1],  we use Lemma 3.5. Actually, in view of Iw~+)(3)[--O(n-l), it suffices to apply 
(+)(3) (+)(3) this lemma on the quadrature sum 0k ( f )  = Q, ( f ) -  w~+)(3)f(1) instead of Qn~+)(3)(f). First, 
lim,_,o~ O~n+)(3)(f)=I(f) or all f E C[ -1 ,  1] since this is true for Q~+)(3)(f). Also, i f J  is a union 
of a finite number of intervals (disjoint or not) located in [-1,  1], we get, by means of (3.30) and 
(3.31), 
cot(0~3)/2) 
]W~+)(3) I < E W~3)-t "-2~--~ (2[n/2] + 1)(n + 1/2) 
J J 
and, consequently, 
,(3) _]._ 8 ~ 1 
< ~" /v  r~(2[n/2] + 1) 2v 1 J 
8 ~ _1 _ ~-,w(3)+O(n_l lnn),  
Zj  W~3) + rc(2[n/2] + 1) v=l 2v 1 z...,j v 
l imsup ~ Iw~+)(3)l~<limsup~--~w~3). (3.32) 
n----~ j rt --*cx~ d 
l~v<.n 
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Since formula (1.1) with z~ = z~ 3) converges for all Riemann integrable functions on [-1,  1] (cf. 
[12]), Lemma 3.5 implies that A(3)(J)= lim sup,__.o ~~j  w~ 3) is semicontinuous. Now, by (3.32), the 
same is true for /](+)(3)(j) = lira sup,__,o ~~ ,.z,'.~,, ] w~+)(3)[' and this concludes our proof. 
Things are much simpler for formula (1.8). Here the assertion follows from the well-known 
theorem of Steklov (see [16]) and Fej6r (see [7]), on account of the positivity of the weights 
w~ -)(3), v=l ,2 , . . . ,n÷l .  [] 
Theorem 3.9. Let  z~, 
~, i .e . ,  
= z~ 4) be the zeros of the nth-degree Chebyshev polynomial of the fourth kind 
2Y 
6 4) COS0~ 4), 0~. 4)= - -~,  V= 1,2,... n. (3.33) 
v = 2n÷ 1 ' 
(a) The weights w~ +)= w~ +)(4), w(+)v ---vw(+x4) in the interpolatory quadrature formula (1.7) are 9iven 
by 
n+l /2  1-2  ~57~-  , v= l ,2 , . . . ,n ,  (3.34) 
k=l 
W~+)(4 ) = 2 
(2[n/2] ÷ 1)(2n ÷ 1)" (3.35) 
In addition, the w (+)(4) •.v , v = 1,2,..., n, are all positive. 
(b) The weights w~-)=wl, -)(4), ( - ) _ .  (-)(4) in the interpolatory quadrature formula (1.8) are Wn+ 1 - -  Wn+ 1 
9iven by 
~1~,I--)(4) - -  n÷21/~ { 1 - 2 ~--~t"/21k=l COS.~.2. Z i2k0~ 4)
W(- )(4) __ 2(-- 1 )~ 
n-t-I - -  2[n/2] ÷ 1" 
( - -1 )  v-1 sec(0~4) /2 )  / 
+ 2[n/2]÷1 ~' v=l ,2 , . . . ,n ,  (3.36) 
(3.37) 
(c) The precise deoree of exactness of formulae (1.7) and (1.8) is d=n. 
(d) The best possible relation for Cd+l =Cm, m=n+l ,  in (1.3) as m---,oe is O(2-mm-2(m!)-l) for 
formula (1.7) and O(2-mm-l(m!) -1) for formula (1.8). 
(e) Formula (1.7) is nondefinite. 
(f) In formulae (1.7) and (1.8), lim,__.o~ Q(,+)(4)(f)=I(f) and lim,_o~ Q~-)(4)(f)=I(f) for all 
functions f that are Riemann integrable on [-1,  1]. 
Proof. From the well-known identity W~(t)=(-1)nv,(-t), n=0,  1,2 . . . . .  and (1.7)-(1.8), we get 
W~+)(4) = (--)(3). W(+)(4) _ W(-)(3 ) wn+l • v -- n-v+l, v= 1,2,.. . ,n, (3.38) 
W~--)(4 ) - -  W(+)(3) . ( -)(4) = W~+)(3), (3.39) - -  n - -v+l ,  Y~--~- 1,2,...,n, Wn+ 1 
R(n+)(4)(f(.))=R(-)(3)t r , ,  _R(+l(3)g ct , ,  , , J , - ' l ) ,  R~-)(4)(f('))-- , , J r - ' ) ) ,  
which, combined with Theorem 3.8, prove the assertions (a)-(f). [] 
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4. Convergence of the quadrature formulae for functions with singularities 
In this section we examine the convergence of the interpolatory quadrature formulae (1.7) and 
(1.8), having as nodes the zeros of any one of the four Chebyshev polynomials of degree n, for 
functions with a monotonic singularity at -1  or 1. 
Following the notation in [8], we denote by M( -1 ,  1] the class of functions f that are contin- 
uous on the half-open interval ( -1 ,  1], monotonic in some neighbourhood o f -  1,3 and such that 
limx-_._l+ f l  x f ( t )d t  exists. The class M[ -1 ,  1) is defined analogously. 
Now, consider formula (1.7) with f E M( -1 ,  1] not bounded (if f is bounded, then f E C[ -1 ,  1]). 
First of all, from the definition of M( -1 ,  1], I ( f )=  f~l f ( t )d t  exists as an improper integral. 
Furthermore, letting, as in the previous section, Q~+)(U)= w~+)f(1)+ ~=,  w~,+)f(zv) and Zn+~ =-  1, 
Rabinowitz showed in [14] that limn--.o~ Q~+)(f)=I(f)  if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(i) l im,_,~ Q(,+)(g)=I(g) for all 9E C[-1,1] ;  
(ii) there exist constants c>0,  3>0 such that Iw(v+)~[ < c(z~_~- z~,) for all n sufficiently large and 
for all v~n+l  such that -1  ~<zv_~<- l+3.  
Similarly, for formula (1.8) with f EM[ -1 ,  1) not bounded, setting Q(, - ) ( f )= ~=1 w~ -) 
f(z~) + w~+If(-1 ) and z0= 1, we have l im,~ Q(~-)(f)=I(f)  if 
(i') l im,_.~ Q~n-)(g) =I(g)  for all 9 E C[ -1 ,  1]; 
(ii') there exist constants e>0,  3>0 such that [w~,-)[ <<.C(Zv_~ -z~)  for all n sufficiently large and 
for all v >~ 1 such that 1 - 6 ~< z~ ~< 1. 
Our results are summarized in the following: 
Theorem 4.1. (a) Consider the interpolatory quadrature formula (1.7) with zv being the zeros of 
any one of the four Chebyshev polynomials of degree n. Then l imn~ Q(~+)(f)=I(f) for all 
fEM( - -1 ,1 ] .  
(b) Consider the interpolatory quadrature formula (1.8) with Zv being the zeros of any one of 
the four Chebyshev polynomials of degree n. Then lim,_~o~ Q(z)(f) = I ( f )  for all f E M[ -  1, 1 ). 
Proof. (a) Let zv=z~ 1), given by (3.1), and n be even (for n odd, see Remark 2). To show that 
l im,~ Q(n+)(1)(f)=I(f) for all f EM( -1 ,  1], it suffices to verify conditions (i), (ii). The first fol- 
lows from Theorem 3.6(f). Regarding (ii), we have, for "c~ 1 ~< 0, in view of sin 0 >~ 20/x, 0 ~< 0 ~< x/2 
and s in0>~2(x-  0)/rt, rt/2~<0~<Tc, 
_(1) - -  .C~I) ~(1) - -  cosO~I)=2sin - - (v  -- 1)x sin x 
~v--I = COS Or_ 1 n 2n > 
~(1) (1) (J) = --c°s0(11)=2sin24nn >2n 2" . .  -T .+ 2=cos0 .  +1 1 x 1 
Also, from (2.1) with pn(t )= Tn(t)/2 "-I, we get 
2 ( -  1 )v-l cot(0~,l ) /2)  
= wl 1) + n(n 2 -  1) , v= l ,2  . . . . .  n, 
4(n - v + 1 ) 
n 2 v<.n, 
(4.1) 
3 It suffices that the neighbourhood be a right-sided one (cf. the proof of the Lemma in [14]). 
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(t) are all positive and where the w v 
2 .(l) 2n -- 2v + 3rc2 + __ 
wv- 1 < 2n 2 n2, 
for all v<~n + 1 for which _(l) ~<0 (cf. [8, Eq. (3.3)]), thus, on account of  (3.6), t'v-- 1 
w(+)(l) 2n -2v+3rt2+ 2 8 
v--l < 2n 2 ~ + 7t(2v -- 3)(n 2 -- 1)" 
This, in conjunction with (4.1), yields 
(+)(1) 
Wv_ 1 2n -- 2V + 3 rc 2 1 2n 2 
_(1) _z~l) < 8(n - -v+l )  + + rt(2v--3)(n 2 1) (n - -v+ 1) Zv-- 1 
3 1 3_2_2 
~2 .q_ 5 "~- 75rt' 
w(+)(l) 16n 2 
< rc2+4+ 
.f(l) _(1) rc(2n - 1 )(n 2 - 1) -- rtn+ 1 
which, combined together, establish 
W(+)(I) ( + 4 + ~-~) tr~_~ v--I < ~2 64 . (1)_z~l)) ,  
for all v ~< n + 1 for which _(l) ~v-I ~<0. 
2(n - v + 1 ) 
v <~ n, 
64 ~< ~2 +4+ ~-~, 
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for all n~>2, and all v<~n + 1 for which t,v_-(3)l ~<0; and for z~=z~ 4), given by (3.33), condition (i) 
follows from Theorem 3.9(f), and regarding condition (ii), we prove that 
(+)(4) ( 2 (4) wv_, <~ + 24)(Zv_i - z~4)), 
for all n~>2, and all v<<.n + 1 for which _(4) ~<0. ' r ,v_ 1 
(b) Let z~ be the zeros of  any one of  the four Chebyshev polynomials of  degree n. To show that 
limn__.~ Q(z) ( f )= I ( f )  for all f E M[ -1 ,  1 ), it suffices to verify conditions (i'), (ii'), which follow 
from the corresponding ones (i), (ii) in conjunction with (3.7), 
WI,--)(2 ) = W(+)(2) . (-)(2) __ W(O+)(2), n--v+l' Y= 1,2, . . . ,n,  Wn+ 1 -- 
and (3.38), (3.39). [] 
(+)(3) (~_n2+5+92__~5) _(!, Wv_ l < _'C3) 1 - -  "LV /, 
The other three cases are treated similarly. For rv = z~ 2), given by (3.20), and n even (for n odd, 
see Remark 2), condition (i) follows from Theorem 3.7(e), and regarding condition (ii), we prove 
that 
w(+)(2) (1  2 ) "  (2) -(2), ~.-1 < ~ +8 t%-l-~Cv ,, 
for all v<~n + 1 for which _(2) ~<0; for Zv--Z~ 3), given by (3.25), condition (i) follows from "/'v-- 1 
Theorem 3.8(f), and regarding condition (ii), we show that 
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